DOZER
UNDERCARRIAGE

DOZER
SALT TRACK SHOES

Our range of heavy-duty dozer undercarriage is manufactured to world class standards, ensuring you
the most effective cost-per-hour reliability. All parts are manufactured by one of the most reputable
steel manufactures in the world. Coupled with our unique heat treatment process and lifetime seals, you
have that real peace of mind.
We stock most common brands and models. If what you require isn’t in stock we can indent direct from
our manufacturer, saving you thousands! It is not uncommon to spend up to 55% of annual repair and
maintenance budget on undercarriage on dozers, so you need to make the right choice.

MADE USING
WORLD CLASS
MATERIALS

SALT TRACK GROUPS
& SALT CHAIN ASSY
Our Italian designed sealed and lubricated track groups
are manufactured using world class raw materials so you
can be assured of the lowest operating cost per hour. Our
enhanced seal design and unique heat treatment on the
rails and bushes extends serviceability ensuring you can
operate with serious peace of mind. The track shoes and

DESIGNED
FOR THE MOST
EXTREME
CONDITIONS
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link surfaces are ground to ensure metal contact then

Our Italian made track shoes are available in a range of widths with standard or
extreme service options. We can customize to suit your application including a
range of forged swamp (apex) track shoes. All shoes are heat treated to ensure
maximum life is performed then shot blasted to remove scale and lightly painted.

SINGLE FLANGE, DOUBLE
FLANGE, & TOP TRACK ROLLERS
Our Japanese made forged track rollers are precision manufactured to OEM
standards. With unique heat treatment processes and lifetime seals, they offer
you maximum wear protection for the extreme conditions we find in NZ.

IDLER GROUPS

Our Italian made idler assemblies are precision made to world class standards.
Using the latest technology available in the heat treatment process and seal
manufacturing they’ve been proved in the most arduous conditions in the world.

SEGMENT GROUPS
Our forged sprockets are heat treated and machined to maximize the life of the
chain.

bolted to factory torque settings eliminating any chance
of shoes coming loose. All come with split master links for
ease of joining and 100% guaranteed lubrication.

TRACK BOLTS & NUTS
Our track bolts and nuts are heat treated to grade 12.9, offering maximum
retention and ensure shoes are maintained at the correct torque.
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